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OBTAINING WEAKER FORM OF CLOSED SETS IN

TOPOLOGICAL SPACE USING PYTHON PROGRAM

M. Vivek Prabu a, ∗ and M. Rahini b

Abstract. The impact of programming languages in the research sector has helped
lot of researchers to broaden their view and extend their work without any limitation.
More importantly, even the complex problems can be solved in no matter of time
while converting them into a programming language. This convenience provides
upper hand for the researchers as it places them in a comfort zone where they
can work without much stress. With this context, we have converted the research
problems in Topology into programming language with the help of Python. In this
paper, we have developed a Python program to find the weaker form of closed sets
namely alpha closed set, semi closed set, pre closed set, beta closed set and regular
closed set.

1. Introduction

Python programming language is highly powerful and more reliable. More im-

portantly, it is user friendly as it can resolve complex problems also with few steps

because of its simple programming structure. The impact of programming languages

in the research sector has helped lot of researchers to broaden their view and extend

their work without any limitation. More importantly, even the complex problems

can be solved in no matter of time while converting them into a programming lan-

guage. This convenience provides upper hand for the researchers as it places them

in a comfort zone where they can work without much stress. With this context, we

have converted the research problems in Topology into programming language with

the help of Python. In our earlier research papers [7, 8], we constructed a python

program to test whether the given collection of subsets constitute a topology or not.

Further, we extended the coding to obtain the closure and interior of each subset
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of the given set. In this paper, we have developed a Python program to find the

weaker form of closed sets namely alpha closed set, semi closed set, pre closed set,

beta closed set and regular closed set.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we will be recollecting the preliminary definitions which remain

as the preamble for our study.

2.1. Definition Consider an arbitrary subset of any set which satisfy the three

specified axioms in topology, then the set together with its subset denominated as

topological space. Assume A is the subset of the topological space, then we can say

(1) Whenever the closure of interior of closure of each subset A is contained

in the respective subset A then the collection of such subsets constitutes α

closed sets.

(2) Whenever the interior of closure of interior of each subset A is contained

in the respective subset A then the collection of such subsets constitutes β

closed sets.

(3) Whenever the interior of closure of each subset A is contained in the respec-

tive subset A then the collection of such subsets constitutes semi - closed

set.

(4) Whenever the closure of interior of each subset A is contained in the re-

spective subset A then the collection of such subsets constitutes pre - closed

set.

(5) Whenever the closure of interior of each subset A is equal to the respective

subset A then the collection of such subsets constitutes regular - closed set.

3. Algorithm

In our earlier research papers [7, 8], we constructed a python program to test

whether the given collection of subsets constitute a topology or not. Further, we

extended the coding to obtain the closure and interior of each subset of the given

set. In this paper, we have developed a Python program to find the weaker form of

closed sets namely alpha closed set, semi closed set, pre closed set, beta closed set and

regular closed set. Initially one has to obtain a topology from the user and complete

the process specified in our earlier paper entitled Application of Kuratowskis Closure

Operator in Python Program [8], after which the following algorithm can be followed

to find the weaker forms of closed sets.
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Step 1: Assign A with each subset one by one.

To find α closed sets and β open sets:

Step 2: Initially assume the closure of interior of closure of A as the whole set.

Step 3: Collect the subsets whose closure of interior of closure is contained in the

subset.

Step 4: Find the intersection of those subsets and store the same in the dictionary

of the alpha closed set.

Step 5: Find the complement of α closed sets.

To find semi closed sets and semi open sets:

Step 6: Initially assume the interior of closure of A as the whole set.

Step 7: Collect the subsets whose interior of closure is contained in the subset.

Step 8: Find the intersection of those subsets and store the same in the dictionary

of the semi closed set.

Step 9: Find the complement of semi closed sets.

To find pre closed sets and pre open sets:

Step 10: Initially assume the closure of interior of A as the whole set.

Step 11: Collect the subsets whose closure of interior is contained in the subset.

Step 12: Find the intersection of those subsets and store the same in the dictionary

of the pre closed set.

Step 13: Find the complement of pre closed sets.

To find β closed sets and β open sets:

Step 14: Initially assume the interior of closure of interior of A as the whole set.

Step 15: Collect the subsets whose interior of closure of interior is contained in the

subset.

Step 16: Find the intersection of those subsets and store the same in the dictionary

of the equation equation β− closed set.

Step 17: Find the complement of equation equation β− closed sets.

To find regular closed sets and regular open sets:

Step 18: Initially assume the closure of interior of A as the whole set.

Step 19: Collect the subsets whose closure of interior is equal to the subset and

store the same in the dictionary of the regular closed set.

Step 20: Find the complement of regular closed sets.

Step 21: Terminate the program.
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4. Coding
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Output:

Collection of Open sets: [{’a’}, {’b’}, {’b’, ’a’}, {’b’, ’c’, ’a’}, ”]
Collection of Closed sets: [{’b’, ’c’}, {’c’, ’a’}, {’c’}, ”, {’b’, ’c’, ’a’}]
Dictionary of Closure = {”{’a’}”: {’c’, ’a’}, ”{’b’}”: {’b’, ’c’}, ”{’b’, ’a’}”: {’c’, ’b’,
’a’}, ”{’c’}”: {’c’}, ”{’c’, ’a’}”: {’c’, ’a’}, ”{’b’, ’c’}”: {’b’, ’c’}, ”{’b’, ’c’, ’a’}”: {’b’,
’c’, ’a’}}
Dictionary of Interior = {”{’a’}”: {’a’}, ”{’b’}”: {’b’}, ”{’b’, ’a’}”: {’b’, ’a’},
”{’c’}”: set(), ”{’c’, ’a’}”: {’a’}, ”{’b’, ’c’}”: {’b’}, ”{’b’, ’c’, ’a’}”: {’b’, ’c’, ’a’}}
Alpha Closed sets are: [{’a’, ’c’}, {’b’, ’a’, ’c’}, {’b’, ’c’}, {’c’}, ”]
Alpha Open sets are: [{’b’}, ”, {’a’}, {’b’, ’a’}, {’b’, ’a’, ’c’}]
****************

Semi Closed sets are: [{’a’}, {’a’, ’c’}, {’b’}, {’b’, ’a’, ’c’}, {’b’, ’c’}, {’c’}, ”]
Semi Open sets are: [{’b’, ’c’}, {’b’}, {’a’, ’c’}, ”, {’a’}, {’b’, ’a’}, {’b’, ’a’, ’c’}]
****************

Pre Closed sets are: [{’a’, ’c’}, {’b’, ’a’, ’c’}, {’b’, ’c’}, {’c’}, ”]
Pre Open sets are: [{’b’}, ”, {’a’}, {’b’, ’a’}, {’b’, ’a’, ’c’}]
***************

Beta Closed sets are: [ {’a’}, {’a’, ’c’}, {’b’}, {’b’, ’a’, ’c’}, {’b’, ’c’}, {’c’}, ”]
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Beta Open sets are: [{’b’, ’c’}, {’b’}, {’a’, ’c’}, ”, {’a’}, {’b’, ’a’}, {’b’, ’a’, ’c’}]
****************

Regular Closed sets are: [{’a’, ’c’}, {’b’, ’a’, ’c’}, {’b’, ’c’}, ”]
Regular Open sets are: [{’b’}, ”, {’a’}, {’b’, ’a’, ’c’}]
****************

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have developed a python program to find the weaker forms of

closed sets as an extension of our earlier research articles [7,8]. From the various

dictionaries, we have obtained the required subsets which fulfill the definition of

various weaker forms of closed sets like alpha closed sets, semi closed sets, pre closed

sets, beta closed sets and regular closed sets. We shall further extend this coding

to find the respective closures of these closed sets, which shall pave way for the

topologists to generalize these weaker forms and obtain much more weaker forms of

closed sets
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